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Pool+Spa at what is an exciting time in the
industry.
I can say with complete honesty that it has
been a pleasure working with the pool and
spa industry. Everyone I’ve met has been so
friendly and welcoming, and always happy to
share their knowledge. I’m sure I don’t need
to tell you how rare that is, and how fortunate
you are to work in such a passionate, downto-earth industry.
Pool+Spa has changed significantly since I
first began editing the magazine: we launched
the Industry Roundtable; we’ve introduced additional Poolscaping content due to our changing
readership; and, of course, our partnership with
SPASA Australia has adjusted our focus to make
Pool+Spa more relevant than ever.
But the Pool+Spa team doesn’t like to rest on
its laurels. We’re always open to new ideas, and
we welcome feedback (good, bad or indifferent)
from our readers. So with the changing of the
Pool+Spa guard, it’s the perfect time to tweak
what we’re doing — so, as always, please do get
in touch with suggestions, feedback and stories.
My colleague Dannielle Furness will take over
from me — you may remember her from 2015,
when she edited the magazine in my absence.
Dannielle took fantastic care of the magazine
back then, so you’ll be in good hands. Should
you want to get in touch,
her email address is ps@
wfmedia.com.au.
Again, thank you for all your

READ ONLINE!

support, and for making
my time with Pool+Spa so
enjoyable.

Your copy of Pool+Spa is now available as an online eMag.

www.poolandspareview.com.au/magazine

Kind regards,
Alice Richard
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BORATES FOR SALT
CHLORINATORS

While carbonates have traditionally been used
for buffering pH in pools, lesser-used borates do
a similar job — but some service techs believe
they’re especially well-suited to salt-chlorinated
pools, extending service life, starving algae and
adding a feel-good factor to the water.
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eeping pool water pH from
fluctuating (buffering) is a vital
task — it ensures the water in
the pool remains comfortable for
bathers and doesn’t attack the
vessel that contains it. Carbonates have been
used for this purpose in the pool industry for
a many years.
Borates, less common than carbonates,
perform a similar buffering function — but
according to some service pros, they seem
to have a special affinity for salt-chlorinated
pools. That is, they add an anti-corrosion effect that can help with the problems such as
rusted accessories and fixtures commonly seen
in pools chlorinated with a salt chlorinator.
Jonathan Durant, retail manager for
Performance Pools, a builder with five locations in Minnesota, is among those who have
seen the advantage in greater service life of
pool equipment using borates.
“The borate product provides a corrosion
and scale inhibitor that is gentler on pool
equipment, especially in the case of salt
chlorine generators where scale and corrosion
can be a problem,” he said.
“We recommend this product for clients
with salt chlorine generators because the
electrolysis that occurs in those systems
causes the pH in the water to increase.”
Jonathan Schulhoff, retail manager at
Arthur Edwards Pools in Long Island, NY, has
a similar take: “The salt cells last much longer
in pools in which the borate level is maintained at 60 ppm. The customer’s equipment
lasts longer, the rails and ladders last longer,
everything lasts longer. I can’t quite explain
it but those customers that use borates are
never in my store with rusted out ladders.
Even the vinyl liners seem to last longer.
“This is especially important with salt
chlorine generators, now that they are becoming the norm. The salt-conversion cells on
generators in which borates are used easily
last a decade. This is unheard of for most
of the industry. Even customers that actually
keep their pool water balanced, they only get
five to six years out of an equivalent cell.”
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Trey Theobold, retail manager for Riverbend
Sandler Pool Supply in Plano, Texas, echoes
these comments. “Borates also offer the added
benefit of being a terrific buffer for pH, to
keep pH in balance to keep calcium scale in
check. This is particularly important with those
customers that have salt chlorine generated
as those pool have a higher calcium level.”

Starving algae
Beyond the mission of keeping pH in its
target range and therefore preventing scale
and corrosion, borate products are used as
algaestats (meaning they prevent algae, as
opposed to killing it like an algaecide). They
stop algae by limiting the supply of its chief
nutrient, carbon dioxide.
That ability, says John Bokor, regional sales
manager for Haviland Enterprises, is why the
product was first introduced and remains one
of the main reasons it’s become popular
over the past 20-plus years. “Originally the
main reason the Girvan Company brought
the product to market was its algaestatic
properties,” he recalls.
In the simplest terms, once you put it in
the water it reacts with carbon dioxide. In
more technical terms, it shifts the carbonic
equilibrium to the right, meaning there’s less
CO2 available for algae. It’s decreasing the
solubility of CO2 in the water. It doesn’t kill
algae, per se, but it starves it so you don’t
get algae blooms. The algae spores cannot
reproduce because they lack the nutrients
required for the photosynthesis process.
“By doing that,” he adds, “your sanitiser
consumption can be greatly reduced. You
don’t have to use as much because the
algae isn’t there. That means your sanitiser
is more available to kill bacteria and oxidise
organics. Using less sanitiser means you’re
reducing halogen by-products. Again, it all
works to increase water quality and ease
maintenance.”
The upshot, Durant says, is overall greater
chemical efficiency. “It inhibits algae and water
mould growth so that the consumer actually
uses less sanitiser in the pool.”
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CHEMICALS
Ease of use
Borate additives are atypical of many pool
chemicals in that they are not consumed
over time. Once dissolved in water, the only
way they exit the pool is by way of splash
out and backwashing.
“It’s a one-time application or a once-ayear application,” Bokor said. “You put it in
and it’s there. There are simple test strips
you can use to make sure you do have

a recommended residual, 30 to 50 ppm.
It’s also not susceptible to UV and it’s
compatible with all types of sanitisers. You
can use it in any pool or spa whether it’s
sanitised with a saltwater chlorine generation, chlorine tablets or feeders.”
These factors taken together — the beneficial chemistry and convenient use — make
borate a useful item in the Arthur Edwards
Pools product line, according to Schulhoff.

BORATES

The feel factor
For pool service techs, borate is a mainly
a tool for pH and algae control, but the
benefit most popular with homeowners is
how it makes the water look and feel.
“On the consumer level the first thing
that people notice is the water feels different. It’s a softer feel to the water,” Bokor
said. “They’re also going to notice the look
of the water. There’s sparkle and a shine
that is noticeably different. It’s hard to
describe exactly; you have to experience
it to truly appreciate the difference.”
Boric acid is the active ingredient in
Visine, the stuff that actually “gets the
red out”, and, according to Bokor, that
soothing ability does indeed translate
into pools and spas treated with borate.
“There’s the underwater experience,” he
said, “which goes back to that feel, that
touch. It does reduce the red eye. We’ve
also introduced the product in our spa
line as well to help reduce that dry, itchy
feeling you get after you use your spa.”
“We are a builder of pools and we offer
a training class on chemicals and maintenance to all our customers,” Theobold
explained. “It is during this class that we
explain the benefits of the use of borate
products. One of the most important selling points when we talk about borates is
the fact that the borates makes the pool
water feel smooth and soft on your skin.”

THE VIEW FROM DOWN UNDER
Paul Simons

A
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borates you need to recheck the pH and
make any final adjustments as needed
after everything has mixed for a few hours.
The borates level is like stabiliser. It
will normally only go down because of
water replacement (splash out, backwashing, rain overflow) so it only needs to be
checked at the start of the season and
any time you suspect significant water
replacement has occurred. Adding borax
and acid will have a small effect on TA
(total alkalinity), but the borates pH buffer
and the TA pH buffer are essentially independent of each other. It is still possible
to change the TA after adding borates, it
is just significantly more difficult.
There are a number of chlorine compounds that are blended with borates
(sodium tetraborate pentahydrate), such
as Aquapro Pro-Lite and Pure Chlor.
In a nutshell, borates are very good
for swimming pools when used correctly.
Results will vary from pool to pool, but the
addition of borates saves on consumption
of chlorine and aids in the fight against
algae. The added benefit is its soft feel
to the water.
Lo-Chlor
www.lochlor.com.au
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To get the Australian perspective on our ‘Borates for salt chlorinator’
articles, which was focused on the US experience, we spoke with
Paul Simons from Lo-Chlor. Here’s what he had to say about borates.

re borates good for a pool?
Yes, absolutely.
Are there any disadvantages? Not really, just an extra
expense to the consumer
and there has been some concern that
borates could be harmful to dogs if they
drank a lot of water containing borates.
Borates inhibit algae growth, improve
the feel and appearance of the water,
buffer pH and reduce chlorine consumption. The reduction in chlorine demand
varies from pool to pool. Borates prevent
algae from getting started, so you don’t
use up chlorine killing off the algae. Used
in conjunction with a reliable phosphate
remover like Starver, you can win the
battle against algae before it gets a
chance to begin.
It is important to ensure you balance
the pH if you are adding borates to the
water, otherwise it is a waste of time
and money.
If you are adding borates, you need to
add the correct amount of hydrochloric
acid at the same time to keep the pH
steady. Adding acid will not affect the
borates in the water. It is very important
that you rebalance the pH after adding
borates. A few hours after you add the

“From a retail standpoint, selling borates
is easy and keeps our clients happy,” he
said. “Our service guys clean the pool
and service the equipment but we bring
back water samples to our in-house lab,
which we find to be a better, controlled
environment for water testing. Once we
receive the water results, we call the customer and make our recommendations. If
the homeowner agrees to the borate, we
deliver them to the customer and either
apply ourselves or leave instructions for
them to apply.”

Editor’s note: This article was written
with the US market in mind. Regulations
and industry best practice may differ in
your state. Readers are advised to make
their own enquiries and ensure that they
adhere to the relevant regulations in
their region.
This article was reprinted with kind permission from AQUA Magazine.
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What is leadership?
The word ‘leadership’ can be interpreted in a multitude of ways. The English Oxford
dictionary defines leadership as “The action of leading a group of people or an organisation”, yet true leadership is much more than that.
Leaders help themselves and others to do the right things. Leadership is about mapping
out where you need to go to ‘win’ as a team or an organisation; and it is dynamic,
exciting and inspiring.
So, what is leadership? One great definition is: “If your actions inspire others to dream
more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader.” — John Quincy Adams
What makes a good leader? Here are a few of their most important characteristics:
Ability to motivate. Leaders don’t lead by telling people what they must do. Instead,
leaders cultivate the desire to help others, by causing people to want to help them.
Self-direction. Leaders can direct themselves effectively and powerfully. They make
quick decisions when necessary, but also take the time to consider all options on
the table when required.
Vision. Leaders work towards a goal that’s greater than themselves. Working towards
a vision is far more inspiring than working towards personal gain.
Leadership is often about ‘soft skills’, rather than hard skills. Yes, a leader who understands what drives the bottom line is valuable, but it’s the leader who can get others
to perform at their best who ultimately creates winning organisations.

Lindsay McGrath
CEO
SPASA Australia

SURVEY QUESTION: EXPERT KNOWLEDGE
Give us your opinion: What are the top 10 questions that you are asked, that everyone in the industry should
be able to answer?
What do you think? Go to spasa.com.au/industry-info/surveys-feedback to provide your feedback.
8 | POOL + SPA
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INNOVATIVE.
EFFECTIVE.
AFFORDABLE.

.
POOL CLEANERS
TO MAKE YOUR POOL SPARKLE

Our cleaners offer the best combination of cleaning
performance, simplicity, convenience, and long-term
reliability. We offer an extensive range of pressure side,
suction side and robotic cleaners so no matter what
your cleaning challenge or budget may be, we have the
right cleaner for your pool.
WWW.PENTAIRPOOL.COM.AU
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MAKING WAVES
Swimming pool designs
shine at AILDM National
Landscape Design
Awards
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SILVER

Steve Taylor of C.O.S. Design received silver awards in the Residential Landscape Design
more than 150 m2 category for these designs.
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This rooftop pool by Utopia Landscape Design
won silver in the Rooftop Landscape Design
Category.
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Brett Robinson of Acre Landscape Architecture won a gold award and Best in Category in
the Rural/Coastal category for this modern poolscape.

SI

Australia’s top landscape designs have
been named at the 2017 AILDM (Australian
Institute of Landscape Designers and
Managers) National Landscape Design
Awards. The winning entries were
announced on 26 August at the National
Art School in Sydney.
The Allan Correy Award for Design
Excellence — the top honour bestowed by
AILDM — was presented to Steve Warner
of Outhouse Design.
A number of stunning poolscapes
were among the award winners, with
C.O.S Design, Utopia Landscape Design,
Impressions Landscape Design and Acre
Landscape Architecture taking home
awards for their pool and landscape work.
The Best in Category award winners
are:
• Landscape Design — Rooftop: Adam
Robinson Design (Adam Robinson)
• Landscape Design — Balcony or
Interiorscape: Adam Robinson Design
(Adam Robinson)
• Residential Landscape Design Less than
50 m2: Acre Landscape Architecture
(Brett Robinson)
• Residential Landscape Design
50 m2 – 150 m2: Outhouse Design (Steve
Warner)
• Residential Landscape Design more
than 150 m2: SpringGreen Landscapes
(Jean-Clement Printemps)
• Landscape Design Rural or Coastal:
Acre Landscape Architecture (Brett
Robinson)
• Landscape Design Commercial Open
Space: Outhouse Design (Steve Warner)
• Landscape Design Commercial
Educational/Institutional: Outhouse
Design (Steve Warner)
• Landscape Design, Playspace: BLUE
Landscape Architects (Brendan
Barmby)
• Plantscape Design: Impressions
Landscape Design (Adam McDonald)
The full list of winners, including gold
and silver awards, is available on the AILDM
website: www.aildm.com.au.

GOLD

C.O.S. Design won the gold award in the
Rural/Coastal category with this poolscape.
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Pentair announces new director
Australia and New Zealand
Pentair has welcomed Carsten Andersen as its new director
Australia and New Zealand. Andersen brings a strong global
water industry background and a proven track record of building
businesses, with a strong customer focus.
“I am delighted to become part of an organisation that
has strong established brands, and an extensive
portfolio of products and a loyal and growing
customer base,” said Andersen.
“I see great potential in bringing together
all Pentair activities for the benefit of our
customers and our staff.”
Carsten Andersen, new Director Australia and
New Zealand for Pentair.

Quality Dolphin Pools takes out SPASA
Australia 2017 Pool of the Year award
Quality Dolphin Pools has taken out the 2017 Pool of the Year at the
SPASA Australia National Awards of Excellence. After winning the WA
Pool of the Year for the fifth time in six years, the company went on to
take out the top pool building prize at the national awards on 31 August.
The award-winning pool is situated 4.5 m above ground level, with
a fully tiled spa separated from the pool with an acrylic panel, creating
a seamless vanishing edge that joins the pool and spa together. It also
features 14 lights, 10 spa jets and 20 air injectors in the spa floor.
Owner Shaun Conley gave an emotional acceptance speech, thanking
his family, suppliers and the late Ben Beale for their support.
Other major award winners included:
• Spa of the Year: Laguna Pools and Spas (Victoria)
• Retailer of the Year: Pristine Pool & Spa Service (NSW)
• Product of the Year: Sunbather (Victoria)
• Supplier of the Year: Lo-Chlor (NSW)
The full list of award winners is available on the SPASA website.
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EvoHeat expands into Singapore

Study finds connection between indoor
pool lifeguards and respiratory problems
Lifeguards who work more than 500 hours a year at indoor pools are
two to six times more likely to suffer respiratory problems than those
who work fewer hours, a Canadian study has found.
Researchers surveyed 870 former and current lifeguards to
assess the relationship between exposure to indoor swimming pool
environments and respiratory health. Those who worked more than
500 hours in the 12 months prior experienced more coughs, asthma
and throat and eye irritation than non-exposed lifeguards.
Approximately 78% of the lifeguards reported having at least one
respiratory symptom in the previous year, and 23% reported having
physician-diagnosed asthma. Among lifeguards with asthma, those
with more than 500 hours’ exposure during the year were six times
more likely to have asthma attacks than those with little or no exposure
to indoor pools.
The study was published in the International Journal of Environmental
Health Research and conducted by researchers at the Department of
Social and Preventive Medicine at Laval University in Quebec City.

EvoHeat is going global, with the
company announcing a strategic
business decision to expand
into Singapore. The expansion
co mp an y, Evo In d u st ri e s
Singapore, officially launched
in late September.
“We have seen an increase
in pool heating requests from
overseas, particularly in the last
few years,” said Evo Industries
National Business Manager
Tony Mills.
Evo was recently contracted
to upgrade pools at the National
Aquatic Centre in Kuala Lumpur
with its heat pump technology Travis McNeill at the new Evo
ahead of the SEA and Asean Para Industries Singapore office.
Games. This follows on from the
largest heat pump installation in Australia, with 19 EvoHeat CS200
GEN2 heat pumps installed at WhiteWater World.
“We are extremely excited about the possibilities that Evo Industries
Singapore offers. Having an office based in Singapore allows us to
readily reach more of our customers. Over the last decade we have
seen exponential growth and it doesn’t look to be slowing down any
time soon,” said General Manager Travis McNeill.
In recent years, the company has expanded its EvoHeat range
and started up a sister company, Evo Energy Technologies, providing
cogeneration and trigeneration products for the Australian market.
“We have moved to a large warehouse to cope with the growing
demand and employed more staff by extending our sales team,
employing a full-time technical support manager, marketing team and
also a general manager of our 270 Series hot water system range.
We are already making plans to expand our Brisbane head office and
warehouse to cater for the growth,” McNeill added.

A recent investigation by 9NEWS has found that tens
of thousands of pools across NSW have failed to meet
mandatory fencing regulations. According to 9, the
number one issue is problems with self-closing gates,
followed by climbable items found near fences or barriers,
the presence of gaps under or to the side of fencing and
no available resuscitation charts.
This is particularly disappointing, as an analysis of council data in January 2017 found virtually the same results, suggesting that no
improvements have been made over the winter period.
The report suggests most pools fail on first inspection, with 98% in the Northern Beaches, 95% in Liverpool and 90% in the Hills District
being deemed non-compliant when checks were carried out.
If the threat of a $5500 fine is not a deterrent for pool owners, surely the risk to life is. Last summer was a terrible season for drownings
in New South Wales and authorities are now appealing to pool owners to ensure properties are compliant before the swimming season
begins. Many Sydney councils have also signalled an intention to carry out random property checks.
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Many NSW pools still failing to
comply
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SPASA Australia
announces
acquisition
of SPLASH!
magazine and
event
SPASA Australia has acquired the SPLASH! brand
from The Intermedia Group and Interpoint Events.
The acquisition of the brand includes both SPLASH!
magazine and the SPLASH! Pool & Spa Trade Show.
Following the announcement of a strategic alliance
with Pool+Spa, this acquisition forms the next step in
SPASA’s plan to create a more integrated and unified
communication platform for the pool and spa industry.
SPASA Australia CEO Lindsay McGrath said the
acquisition is part of SPASA’s integrated strategy and
delivers on a key objective — to engage more with
members while expanding the brand’s exposure to a
larger audience.
“Following our recent alliance with Pool+Spa
media, the acquisition of SPLASH! is a natural
progression for us as it increases our skill set,
expands our communication reach and provides
another collaborative model to shape the industry,”
McGrath said.
“We plan to increase the volume of pool builds,
further promote pool and spa use, and improve the
overall enjoyment pool and spa owners gain from their
assets. To achieve that outcome we need an engaged,
financially viable and well-marketed association. Both
Pool+Spa and SPLASH! deliver key components in our
strategy, supplying a solid platform for communication
to our increasingly professional industry.
“SPLASH! is a highly successful commercial
enterprise, now coming under the peak industry
umbrella. Similar to the agreement with Pool+Spa,
future profits will go to supporting SPASA members,
directly improving industry sustainability and growth.”
The magazine and trade show will operate exactly
as before in a seamless transition of ownership. Key
staff will remain in place, including Chris Maher as
managing editor of the magazine and Simon Cooper
and Intermedia will continue to event manage the
SPLASH! Expo. There has been a new appointment
of David Stennett as national sales manager for both
the trade show and the magazine.
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A strong focus on customer service is one of the many things that sets
Patterson apart from his peers. While plenty of pool techs have good technical
knowledge, many of them forget that they’re in a customer-facing role.
“You’ve got very different personalities in the pool industry. Most people that are
working out by themselves all day and doing that technical sort of work don’t particularly like to deal with people, so they’d rather be in that hands-on side,” he said.
“But in this role you really have to do both. We’ve found over the years with staff
that some that are very good on the road and very good at just getting the job done
don’t have very good customer service, and ones that have very good customer service
don’t tend to get much work done.”
Trying to find staff that have a good balance of technical skill and personality has
been a challenge, Patterson says, as has finding long-term staff.
“A lot of people will go into it, but they don’t realise how much knowledge is involved. They think it’s just running around and cleaning a few pools, having a bit of a
swim. When they actually start the role they realise it’s not what most people think it
is. The basic pool cleaning is fairly basic, but when there’s problems, when you have
to diagnose faults and that kind of thing, that’s where it gets quite technical,” he said.
Attaining this level of technical knowledge, he says, is something the industry can
promote, in order to demonstrate the long-term viability of a career in the pool and
spa industry.
“Just because you’re starting on the tools doesn’t mean you have to be on the
tools your entire life. It’s an industry where in 10 or 15 years down the track you can
be the service manager of a company, or even have your own business,” he said.
Patterson doesn’t think he knows it all and he’ll ask for help when navigating an
issue he hasn’t encountered before. His motto? “If you’re not sure, make a phone
call. Pick up the phone and ask somebody who does know.”
“I’ve learnt many lessons over the years. Basically, get in and have a go with most
things, but also know your limitations. Don’t do work you don’t know or understand.
If you’re not sure of something, see if you can go and do it with someone else, or
bring someone in who actually knows how to do it properly,” he said.
“As far as training goes, work for the best company you can so you can get the
best training possible. The more you learn and know, obviously the better it’s going
to be. But don’t be afraid to ask people for help.”
This is particularly important in the pool industry, he says, where a service tech
might only encounter a particular issue once every few years. This is where knowledge
sharing is vital to diagnosing and rectifying the issue — even if it means approaching
your competitors for advice.
“If it’s something completely different or the usual things aren’t working, you have
to ask around to see if anyone else has had the same issues, and what they’ve done
to solve them. If you don’t do that, you’re just going to be fighting against yourself
and basically reinventing the wheel,” he said.
Challenging cases like these are the ones he finds most rewarding, he says.
“The basic pool cleaning, the basic chemicals and that sort of thing, I’ve been doing it that long now that there’s no challenge in that. I like the challenge in going to
a property where other companies have been, where they haven’t been able to solve
the problems or haven’t been able to keep the water clear,” he said.
“That’s the really enjoyable part: people who have had long-term problems and
they’re throwing their hands up in the air, ready to fill the pool in, and you give them
a solution, and it works, and they’re over the moon about it, they can use their
pool again — that’s the rewarding part.”
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ANDREW
PATTERSON
Bluewater Pool Care

With so many pool techs around
the country, it takes someone
very special to be awarded the
SPASA Australia Service Technician
of the Year. Pool+Spa spoke to
Andrew Patterson, who took out
the 2017 honours, about what
makes him different.
WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU

Aqua-Quip
controller
compatible LED
pool lights.
Compatible with:
• Astral Viron Connect 10
• Pentair IntelliTouch & EasyTouch
• Hayward OmniLogic UCL
• Zodiac AquaLink
(available through Zodiac)

QC Surface
Mounted
EvoMAX Niche Light

Evo2 Niche Light
EvoFG Niche Light

www.aquaquip.com.au

AVAILABLE NATIONALLY:
NEW SOUTH WALES
AQUA-QUIP
+61 2 9643 8338

QUEENSLAND
RAINBOW +61 7 3849 5385
NEWLINE 1300 677 100

VICTORIA
RELTECH AUSTRALIA
+61 3 9459 3838

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
POOL POWER
+61 8 8362 6325

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
CHADSON ENGINEERING
+61 8 9344 3611

ZODIAC
NATIONALLY
1300 763 021
AQ_P+S_summer17fp
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YOUR SAY
Do you have an opinion on a hot topic in the pool and spa industry?
Get in touch! Email ps@wfmedia.com.au.

Energy-efficient pools

Pump suppliers that sell VS pumps with a capacity that demands

I believe that today clients are always interested in energy efficiency and

65 mm inlet and outlet connections don’t assist builders or customers

many are willing and able to pay for the extra upfront costs involved. The

by supplying that pump with a 65–50 mm reducing coupling so that

hot-topic energy-efficient item today is the variable speed (VS) pump.

a pump apparently capable of 500–600 L/min can be plumbed with

Pool builders should offer this energy-efficient item of equipment, at least

50 mm pipes. I would like to see more pools use 65 mm pipe as it is

as an alternative, to every client.

a very hydraulically suitable size for so many installations where 80 mm

Before that will happen, however, the pool builder needs to be convinced

can be overkill. Its price would also reduce if it was used more often.

of the benefits of the VS pump, because unless they believe in energy

A 65–80 mm fitting would be more appropriate due to the difficulty and

efficiency, unless they believe in the benefits of this pump, they will

cost of obtaining 65 mm pipe and fittings in this country.

never be able to sell one. Unless they understand how it works and

Using 50 mm pipework on a VS pump of such a capacity as to require

how it is going to benefit the client, they cannot explain or sell it to their

a 65 mm connection only guarantees that the client will never get the

customers. They must also be able to build the pool’s hydraulic system

true efficiency available from selecting this sized pump.

to match it. Again, if they can’t do this or explain the benefits of larger

Hydraulics education: For many years I attended every talk or educational

pipe sizes they will not try and sell the pump. They will even try and turn

program on hydraulics I could find. They normally lasted 1–1.5 hours and

the customer away from such items if they ask for them.

I would come out of every one, just like all the other attendees saying,

So I believe education of the pool builder is vital and must come first. In

“What the f*** was that all about?” Even basic hydraulics cannot be

the meantime, suppliers of such equipment should continue to promote

learned in such a short time.

the virtues of their products in all forums — pool shows for the potential

Hydraulics is about the movement of liquids in pipework. The current

customer and in tradeshows and similar forums for the pool builder.

SPASA training on hydraulics (mentioned in your article) spends about

There are some items in and around the pool that are not suited to a

30 minutes on true hydraulics and that is only in the ‘Advanced Hydrau-

VS system, such as fountains, slides, spa jets, etc, but even some of

lics’ course. No matter how long or often this course is given, there will

some these can sometimes benefit by a larger VS pump operating at a

be no change in the ignorance of pool builders on the subject. I had to

lower speed to get the desired flow.

do a full three-day Genesis training course in the US before I actually

Most energy is used by the pool filtration pump and that is where the

understood what it was all about and to be able to design pool plumbing

best savings can be made. I am a convert to the VS pump, but provid-

to match both the pump and the pool’s needs. I have condensed this

ing customers with this pump without a matching hydraulic installation,

Genesis course into a full-day session, delivered it around this country,

without the right characteristics and without proper instructions on its

in New Zealand and Singapore and I still get calls from some attendees

use, can see potential savings rapidly evaporate.

who struggle with the subject.

Start-up: If the VS pump does not have a programmed start-up at full

It is not easy but it is vitally important to have some usable knowledge

speed, and is on a normal pool that is not being used every day (and

of this subject before expecting energy efficiency to take off in this

there are many of these), the pool will suffer ‘dead’ spots where algae

industry. This topic should feature in every Cert IV pool builder course.

will happily grow. Energy savings may then be used up in removing

Having said all that, I struggle to find the energy efficiency in an in-floor

algae from the pool.

cleaning system. While I wish I had installed such a system in my own

Every pool has its own unique water motion that is set up by the place-

pool, these systems are not for every pool. They work well when the

ment of the inlet eyeballs and the skimmer box or other outlets. So, as

debris level is low but can struggle when it is higher. In dryer climates,

much as possible, eyeball inlets should be placed to ensure there are

leaves fall in volumes that many systems cannot keep up with. Many

no dead spots in the pool. It only takes 10–15 minutes to set the pool

systems installed in lap pools are not designed correctly and it can take

water in motion when the pump starts. It then requires much less flow

days for a particular leaf to reach the extraction outlet, if ever. Too many

to keep it going and finally it can take up to six hours for it to cease

systems are left with dead spots where debris collects when it shouldn’t.

when the pump turns off. Using a programmable VS pump set to run at

I have become a convert of the robot cleaner. It can clean most pools

high speed for that first 10–15 minutes is vital to the pool water quality.

spotless in an hour and only needs to be used every few weeks. Is it

Hydraulics: If the suction and return lines are not sized to match the

energy efficient? It certainly saves my energy!

flow of the pump at its highest speed, the pool owner will never get the

Regards,

full efficiency otherwise available to them.

Cal Stanley, Consultant, Neptune Pools
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AUSTRALIA’S
TOP MODEL
ARE YOU USING THE BEST
SERVICE MODEL FOR YOUR
POOL SERVICING BUSINESS?

© stock.adobe.com/au/Netfalls

Ben Richards, Pooltrackr
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SERVICE BUSINESS

AS-A-SERVICE (aaS) IS THE BUSINESS
MODEL OF THE FUTURE

One of the things we enjoy most about developing our pool and spa business management app, Pooltrackr,
is getting to know the people who work in the industry. Learning the similarities and differences in the
way their businesses operate has shown us there isn’t a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach.

T

here
pool
efits
one

are a few different service models that most
businesses use. Each has a variety of ben(and limitations), but it’s important to find the
that suits your business, staff and customers.

Chemistry-only service
In this model, the owner cleans and maintains the pool, and you
simply come out and maintain the chemistry. Deliveries from in-store
tests would also fit in this group.
Business

Customer

Pros

Cons

Pros

Cons

• Can turn
around many
services per
hour
• Opportunity
to identify
other issues
with pool,
which can result in more
work
• Opportunity
to upsell to
a regular
service

• If pool is
chemically
perfect, may
not generate
solid revenue
• May result
in unhappy
customer,
as the pool
goes off
because they
maintain it
poorly
• Legal ambiguity around
chemical
deliveries

• Cost-effective way to
maintain pool
chemistry
• No carrying
heavy chemicals

• They still
need to
maintain
the pool
equipment,
vacuum,
empty skimmers, etc

Conclusion
There are many ways you can make this a highly profitable
service type:
1. Use a junior employee to turn around a high volume of these.
It could be a one-day-a-week job, depending on the number
of services.
2. Ensure tight geo-scheduling, minimising time and fuel costs.
3. Assign a small service fee (~$20), and aim to turn around ~3
per hour.
4. Use it as an opportunity to identify other issues with the pool/
equipment.
5. Use it to upsell customers to a higher service level.
6. Add clarifier tablets to every bill to keep pools sparkling and
help your bottom line.
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Regular service (chemicals extra)
This is your stock-standard regular service, with everything else at
an additional charge.
Business

Customer

Pros

Cons

Pros

Cons

• Some
pools can
be turned
around
quickly
• Opportunity
to identify
other issues
with pool,
which can result in more
work

• Some pools
can be extremely timeconsuming
• Seasonal
variation
in service
revenue

• Fairly consistent service charge
• No need to
worry about
pool maintenance

Variation: Chemicals charged by container
• Often means
upsell to
larger bag
• Same process as point
of sale so
simple inventory

• Low margins
on small
containers

• Can use
left behind
chemicals
if they are
needed

• Bags of old
chemicals
left lying
around pool
house —
deterioration
of packaging
can lead to
wastage and
environmental accidents

Variation: Chemicals charged by volume
•Greater, reliable margins
as you can
sell small
amounts
from larger
containers

• Difficult to
maintain
inventory

• No bags of
chemicals
left lying
around

• No economies of scale
for high
volume of
chemicals
(probably
goes unnoticed)

Conclusion
Regular services are the bread and butter of pool and spa
service businesses and carry a low risk. Monitoring your technicians’ sales ensures your team maximises profitability.
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SERVICE BUSINESS
IoT TECHNOLOGY IS SET TO COMPLETELY
TRANSFORM THE INDUSTRY.

Service (including chemicals)

Responsive servicing

Service charge includes costs of either all chemicals or basic chemicals.

IoT technology is set to completely transform the industry. Already,
pool owners and managers can access live data about every aspect
of the pool, from pump temperature, to water chemistry, to pipe
pressure and everything in between. And they can control things like
pump speed, light colour, cleaner operation and spa temperature. On
top of that, AI (artificial intelligence) and automation enable systems
to make decisions, like backwashing the filter when the pressure
gets too high. This type of technology is rapidly moving from the
high-end commercial space to the domestic market.
While many see this as a threat, it is in fact a huge opportunity.
With remote visibility of all your pools, you can add huge value for
your customers. Imagine saving them thousands of dollars by saving
their pump because you saw it was starting to overheat and sent
out a tech before it got serious. Or saving their pool from going
green because you saw the chlorine levels suddenly drop or their
chlorinator suddenly cut out.

Business

Customer

Pros

Cons

• If done well
can increase
margins
• Consistent
chemical
income year
around

• May be a
loss-maker
on difficult
pools
• Lots of data
analysis
required
upfront to
ensure profitability

Pros

Cons

• Consistent,
predictable
cost
• Encourages
tech to add
chemicals
based on
pool health,
not bottom
line

Business

© stock.adobe.com/au/Goodpics

Conclusion
With the right research upfront, this model can be more financially rewarding than the models that exclude chemicals — and
it means you have a more predictable revenue. But without
proper research and planning, this model can lose you money
and customers.
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Customer

Pros

Cons

Pros

Cons

• Be the first
on site when
issues arise
• Add huge
value to your
customer
base
• Revenue
from install
and maintenance of IoT
devices
• Licensing
revenue from
reselling
software
• Regular 24x7
monitoring
income with
no seasonal
variation

• Large investment upfront
required to
set up IoT
ecosystem

• Live data
constantly
streamed
means pool
stays chemically balanced and
hardware
issues detected before
becoming
serious
• Set and
forget for the
customer

• Fee to install
and maintain
sensors

Conclusion
Within the next 12 months, pool shops and technicians will be offering round-the-clock monitoring with response time SLAs (service
level agreements). This is a fantastic business model, as you may
not need to send a tech out to resolve an issue. Also, customer
satisfaction and retention will grow, as they feel a level of confidence knowing that their pool is being constantly monitored by a
professional.
This is an exciting new direction the industry is taking with lots of
potential new revenue streams. While the software and technology
is not quite there yet, service businesses and shops need to jump
on it quickly, as a consumerised version of IoT presents a potential
threat.
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Pool as a service (PaaS)
As-a-service (aaS) is the business model of the future. For a consistent
monthly fee, the customer doesn’t have to worry about anything. You
look after the pool, the chemistry and maintain/replace the equipment. Basically, everything non-structural is covered by a monthly
fee. A true set-and-forget model from the customer’s perspective.
Business

Customer

Pros

Cons

Pros

Cons

• Potential for
high margins
• Regular
income with
no seasonal
variation

• Requires a
lot of work
up front to
ensure profitability
• Tough sell
to customer
as it’s a big
investment
• Can be
costly if all
equipment
dies on a site
• Large upfront
investment
from the
business
• Strong
contractual
requirements
needed
to recoup
costs if client
terminates
contract early

• Predictable
outgoings
with no
variation or
surprises
• Literally
forget about
your pool;
everything is
taken care of
High initial
set-up cost

• Need to
commit to a
long contract
— usually 12–24
months

Conclusion
This model is probably out of reach for the average pool and spa
professional at this time. It requires a huge amount of research,
analysis and initial capital, and carries a significant risk, but with
the increasing prominence of automation and remote monitoring, this is likely the future of the industry.
Pooltrackr Limited
www.pooltrackr.com
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TILING AND
GROUTING
IN HOT
WEATHER
©stock.adobe.com/au/vladischern

Temperatures are rising in Australia and it’s only
going to get worse this summer. LATICRETE Australia
has compiled some helpful hints and tips for tiling
and grouting in hot weather to ensure the best
installation of your projects over the hotter months.

C

onventional Portland cement tile-setting beds, thinset mortars, cement plasters and stuccos are often
permanently damaged when subject to hot, dry
temperatures or desert climates immediately after
installation. High temperatures remove the water
content of the mortar required for Portland cement hydration,
curing and strength development. In addition, rapid drying often
causes mortar to crack, crumble or lose bond.
Waterproofing membranes, anti-fracture membranes, epoxy adhesives, epoxy grouts, epoxy waterproofing membranes and most
other products will also be affected by hot working temperatures.
Flash setting and reduced working time can result.
It is important to note that surface temperature is more
important than air temperature. Therefore, monitor the surface
temperature of the installation.

The 10°C rule
There is a simple rule to follow when an installation is subjected
to high temperatures — the 10°C rule. For every 10°C above
21°C, Portland cement and epoxy-based materials take half as
long to cure.

Tips for tiling in hot temperatures
1. For best results, always ship and store installation materials
at 5–32°C to extend the shelf life and working time. Do not
store products in direct sunlight. If installation materials are
too warm, they should be cooled to the specified temperature
range for that specific product.
2. Dampen or wet down substrate surfaces not only to clean the
area, but to lower the temperature and lower the absorption
rate of the substrate. Sweep off excess water just before
mortar is applied. This step will extend the working time of
the installation materials.
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3. Stir latex additives thoroughly before mixing with thin-sets,
grouts, plasters, stuccos and other Portland cement mortars.
4. Due to the rapid rate of moisture loss and Portland cement
dehydration at temperatures >32°C, cover installations with
polyethylene sheeting for one to two days to allow curing at
a more normal rate.
5. Remember that low humidity also accelerates the curing process.
6. Tent off or provide shade when working in direct sunlight.
7. Work during cooler periods of the day (eg, early morning).

Tips for grouting in hot temperatures
8. Store grouting materials at 5–32°C to extend the shelf life,
pot life and working time. Do not store products in direct
sunlight. If installation materials are too warm, they should
be cooled to the specified temperature range for that specific
product 24 hours prior to the start of grouting.
9. Dampen or wet down substrate surfaces not only to clean the
area, but to lower the temperature and lower the absorption
rate of the substrate.
10. Always clean the mixing pail before mixing a fresh batch of
grout. Leftover grout in the pail (on bottom and sides) can
accelerate the setting of freshly mixed grout.
11. Mix cement grouts with clean, cool water. This step will extend
the pot life and open time of cement grouts.
12. Remix cement grouts after 15–20 min (after initial mixing, five
minutes of slaking/remix and use) to an even consistency to
prolong pot life.
13. Tent off areas of work to provide shade when working in direct
sunlight.
14. Work during cooler periods of the day (eg, early morning).
LATICRETE Pty Ltd
www.laticrete.com.au
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PROJECT COMPLETE
CHLORINE-FREE SYSTEM
CREATES HEALTHY WATER FOR
SWIM SCHOOL
Swim school owner-operator Margie
Thorpe (not related to swimming star
Ian Thorpe, but clearly they share
a similar passion!) is a long-term
resident of Mareeba in Far North
Queensland, having lived in the area
for 30 years — 20 of those teaching
youngsters to swim, ranging from
babies aged as young as four months
through to early primary school-aged
children.
In 2011, after years of working
in backyard pools, Margie and her
husband Shane decided to build their
own pool on a 2.5 acre parcel of land.
The key feature of Margie’s Swim
School is a purpose-designed, 12 x 6
m indoor heated pool to cater for the
“very young, easily distracted and special needs” customers. It includes
a shallow area for toddlers and fearful learners to experience the fun and
safety issues of being in and around water.
Qualified by AUSTSWIM in Swimming and Water Safety and Infant and
Preschool Aquatics, Margie is also a licensed Swim Australia Teacher of
Swimming and Teacher of Learners with Disability.
Her pool offers a private and safe environment, with small classes
allowing individual attention. Only one lesson is conducted at a time, so
there are no distractions — for Margie or her young students.
Chlorine is notorious for its side effects — and for Margie, who spends
up to seven hours a day submerged in chemically chlorinated pool water,
that meant losing all of her body hair.
“I didn’t even have eyelashes,” she said.
Margie believes the combination of corrosive pool chemicals and the
fumes produced by the heated water in the enclosed space not only caused
significant hair loss, but potentially triggered the two bouts of pneumonia
she has suffered from since building her swim school pool.
“I constantly smelt like chlorine and I do think it was getting into my
lungs, because I’ve had pneumonia twice in three years,” she said.
After installing a saltwater chlorinator in her custom-built swim school
pool, Margie’s husband Shane read an article about Hydroxypure in a trade
magazine.
“Shane spent years researching different systems and he kept insisting
that Hydroxypure was better than all of the others,” she said. “He was
constantly looking because, as the pool is basically in a large tin shed, he
wanted to preserve the shed as well as me.”
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Instead of spending most of the
day in chlorinated water, Margie
is now able to teach her young
students in an aquatic environment
free of impurities and the side effects
associated with chemical sanitisers.
Not only is Margie’s pool water
sparkling clean, it is also enriched
by the extra oxygen molecules
generated by Hydroxypure’s hybrid
ozone technology.
“The most pleasing aspect of this
installation has been the multiple
problems that Hydroxypure has
solved for the owners at this site,”
said its inventor, Nick Briscoe.
“These problems are common
within most swim schools. Many
operators are not aware that there is an alternative to chlorine now that
is proving that they no longer must be subjected to an uncomfortable
environment to work within an industry that they are passionate about.”
Since Hydroxypure was installed at Margie’s Swim School in April
2016, Margie says that not only has all of her hair grown back, she has
also had positive feedback from her clients.
“I teach a six-month old infant who has dreadful eczema, the
poor thing, and the mother told me that she doesn’t have to apply any
medication for two days after swimming in Hydroxypure,” she said.
Margie teaches many children diagnosed on the autism spectrum and,
interestingly, she says they are fascinated by the texture of the water.
“The ozone that’s coming into the pool produces tiny bubbles, and
the kids are fascinated by the texture of the water and how soft it makes
their skin feel,” she said. “It shimmers like silver.”
Margie’s Swim School has received rave reviews from parents
and invigorated its owner-operator. When asked what inspires Margie
to wake each morning to teach kids to swim, her answer is simple:
“Their smiles.”
“I am now teaching the children of the children I once taught — that’s
two generations of swimmers in the one family,” she explained.
“One of the joys I get from my work is seeing the mums, dads and
grandparents spending one-on-one time with their young children and
grandchildren, without worrying about the daily duties that come with
parenting. Seeing their smiles is why I wake up every morning.”
Waterco Limited
www.waterco.com.au
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Queensland
Course/workshop
How to get qualified through
Recognised Prior Learning (RPL)

SPASA 2018

TRAINING
CALENDAR
With SPASA Australia’s new Certification &
Accreditation Program now in place, there’s
never been a better time to invest in education
and training. SPASA Australia has released its
training calendar for 2018 — read on to find
out what’s on in your state.
New South Wales
Course/workshop
How to get qualified through
Recognised Prior Learning (RPL)

Date(s)

Length

06 Mar

3 hours

16 Mar

3 hours

12 Apr

3 hours

13 Jun

3 hours

24 Jul

3 hours

Disruptive marketing — trends,
creativity & innovations Level 2

14 May

3 hours

10 Jul

3 hours

Swimming pool & spa industry 101
Level 1

28 Mar

3 hours

27 Sep

3 hours

21 May

8 hours

04 Jun

8 hours

16 Aug

8 hours

23–24 Apr

2 days

19–20 Jul

2 days

30–31 Aug

2 days

26 Apr

8 hours

23 Jul

8 hours

03 Sep

8 hours

05 Apr

3 hours

05 Jul

3 hours

Select and prepare a construction
contract

28 Jun

8 hours

23 Aug

8 hours

Pool & spa building site survey and
set out procedures

06 Apr

8 hours

17 Jul

8 hours

Pool & spa building structural
principles

29 May

8 hours

27 Aug

8 hours

Sales & customer service Level 1
Business sales & marketing Level 2

Professional equipment, systems &
water quality program Level 1

Professional equipment & systems
program Level 2

Pool & spa water quality program
Level 2

Pool & spa barriers — an overview
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Date(s)

Length

01 Mar

3 hours

23 Mar

3 hours

08 Jun

3 hours

19 Jun

3 hours

12 Jul

3 hours

Disruptive marketing — trends,
creativity & innovations Level 2

16 May

3 hours

09 Jul

3 hours

Swimming pool & spa industry 101
Level 1

29 Mar

3 hours

26 Sep

3 hours

14 Mar

8 hours

22 May

8 hours

06 Jun

8 hours

7–8 May

2 days

14–15 Aug

2 days

20–21 Sep

2 days

09 May

8 hours

16 Aug

8 hours

24 Sep

8 hours

04 Apr

3 hours

25 Jul

3 hours

22 Jun

8 hours

22 Aug

8 hours

Pool & spa building site survey and
set out procedures

02 Jul

8 hours

Pool & spa building structural
principles

31 May

8 hours

Course 1:
17–18 Feb
03–04 Mar
17–18 Mar

6 days

Course 2:
19–20 May
09–10 Jun
30 Jun–01 Jul

6 days

Course 3:
18–19 Aug
01–02 Sep
15–16 Sep

6 days

Course:
28–29 Apr
12–13 May
02–03 Jun
02 Jun

6 days

Sales & customer service Level 1
Business sales & marketing Level 2

Professional equipment, systems &
water quality program Level 1

Professional equipment & systems
program Level 2

Pool & spa water quality program
Level 2

Pool & spa barriers — an overview
Select and prepare a construction
contract

QBCC License pathway
(Brisbane course)

QBCC License pathway
(North Queensland course)
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FEATURED
CONTENT
South Australia

Victoria
Course/workshop

Date(s)

Length

How to get qualified through
Recognised Prior Learning (RPL)

08 Mar

3 hours

Sales & customer service Level 1

20 Mar

3 hours

Business sales & marketing Level 2

18 Jun

3 hours

Disruptive marketing — trends,
creativity & innovations Level 2

17 May

3 hours

06 Jul

3 hours

Swimming pool & spa industry 101
Level 1

26 Mar

3 hours

25 Sep

3 hours

23 May

8 hours

12 Jun

8 hours

17 Aug

8 hours

30 Apr–01 May

2 days

09–10 Jul

2 days

13–14 Sep

2 days

02 May

8 hours

11 Jul

8 hours

17 Sep

8 hours

13 Apr

3 hours

Professional equipment, systems &
water quality program Level 1

Professional equipment & systems
program Level 2

Pool & spa water quality program
Level 2
Pool & spa barriers — an overview

ACT
Course/workshop

Date(s)

Length

05 Mar

3 hours

Sales & customer service Level 1

21 Mar

3 hours

Business sales & marketing Level 2

20 Jun

3 hours

Disruptive marketing — trends,
creativity & innovations Level 2

15 May

3 hours

13 Jul

3 hours

Swimming pool & spa industry 101
Level 1

03 Apr

3 hours

28 Sep

3 hours

24 May

8 hours

05 Jun

8 hours

20 Aug

8 hours

16–17 Apr

2 days

16–17 Jul

2 days

17–18 Sep

2 days

18 Apr

8 hours

18 Jul

8 hours

19 Sep

8 hours

19 Apr

3 hours

05 Sep

3 hours

Select and prepare a construction
contract

27 Jun

8 hours

24 Aug

8 hours

Pool & spa building site survey and
set out procedures

30 May

8 hours

03 Jul

8 hours

27 Apr

8 hours

Professional equipment & systems
program Level 2

Pool & spa water quality program
Level 2

Pool & spa barriers — an overview

Pool & spa building structural
principles
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How to get qualified through Recognised Prior Learning (RPL)

Date(s)

Length

02 Mar

3 hours

22 Mar

3 hours

11 May

3 hours

15 Jun

3 hours

26 Jul

3 hours

18 May

3 hours

11 Jul

3 hours

27 Mar

3 hours

28 May

8 hours

07 Jun

8 hours

15 Aug

8 hours

03–04 May

2 days

25–26 Jun

2 days

06–07 Sep

2 days

07 May

8 hours

27 Jun

8 hours

10 Sep

8 hours

20 Apr

3 hours

30 May

3 hours

Select and prepare a construction
contract

21 Jun

8 hours

28 Aug

8 hours

Pool & spa building site survey and
set out procedures

29 Jun

8 hours

04 Sep

8 hours

Pool & spa building structural
principles

23 May

8 hours

13 Aug

8 hours

Sales & customer service Level 1
Business sales & marketing Level 2
Disruptive marketing — trends,
creativity & innovations Level 2
Swimming pool & spa industry 101
Level 1
Professional equipment, systems &
water quality program Level 1

Professional equipment & systems
program Level 2

Pool & spa water quality program
Level 2

Pool & spa barriers — an overview

How to get qualified through
Recognised Prior Learning (RPL)

Professional equipment, systems &
water quality program Level 1

Course/workshop

Western Australia
Course/workshop

Date(s)

Length

How to get qualified through Recognised Prior Learning (RPL)

07 Mar

3 hours

Sales & customer service Level 1

19 Mar

3 hours

Business sales & marketing Level 2

14 Jun

3 hours

Professional equipment, systems &
water quality program Level 1

25 May

8 hours

21 Aug

8 hours

09–10 Apr

2 days

11 Apr

8 hours

06 Sep

8 hours

Select and prepare a construction
contract

29 Aug

8 hours

Pool & spa building site survey and
set out procedures

04 Jul

8 hours

Pool & spa building structural
principles

01 Jun

8 hours

Professional equipment & systems
program Level 2
Pool & spa water quality program
Level 2

SPASA Australia
www.spasa.com.au
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PRODUCT
PAVILION

CHLORINE GENERATOR FOR DOMESTIC POOLS
Australian Innovative Systems (AIS) has launched a domestic version
of its EcoLine chlorine generator for freshwater swimming pools. Used
in resorts, water parks and competition pools around the world, the
technology is now available for the home pool owner.
According to the company, the generator creates pool water that is
less salty and therefore gentler on swimmers’ skin and hair, surrounding property and pool equipment, but still effectively kills waterborne
pathogens and bacteria.
The generator is compatible with natural stone pool surrounds and
maintenance is reduced due to less salt corrosion of metal fences,
fittings and other pool equipment. It has an IP56 rating, enabling it to

WATER FEATURE

resist weather damage, insect infestation, dust and corrosion, while

Sculpted from a durable, UV-resistant material, the Pentair MagicBowl

its contemporary design complements pool décor.

Water Effects with FireFX LED lights is an attractive addition to a

While a traditional salt-chlorinated pool can have TDS levels of
5000 ppm or more, the generator can disinfect water at TDS (total
dissolved solids) levels as low as 1200 ppm.

poolscape. During the day it is a water feature and at night it resembles
a flowing bowl of fire.
A variety of bowl shapes and metallic composite finishes are avail-

The generator is available to pur-

able. Colours include Bronze Finish, Silver Finish, Copper, Brass,

chase through AIS distributors

White, Grey and Natural. It is available in a round or square shape.

from April 2017. Phone AIS on

The bowl’s safe and efficient LED lights change and flicker with

1300 965 222 (Australia-wide) for

no dangerous flames or fuel. Its low-voltage LED lights and low flow

your nearest distributor.
Australian Innovative
Systems (AIS)
www.aiswater.com.au

requirements allow for multiple fountains and symmetry.
The product can be used as a stand-alone water feature but is
also automation-compatible, allowing integration with other pool
and spa features.
Pentair Aquatic Systems
www.pentairpool.com.au

LIFEGUARD CHAIRS
S.R.Smith has added Sentry Lifeguard Chairs to its
line of lifeguard stands. Designed to complement any
aquatic environment, the lifeguard chairs provide an
outdoor furniture look that is becoming more popular.
Constructed of high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
and marine-grade hardware, they are strong, durable
and low maintenance. The 76 cm and 107 cm seat
heights are in a range commonly specified for community, hospitality and resort swimming pools.
The chairs come with umbrella and cup holders
as well as a deck anchoring system. Both models
are easy to assemble and are conveniently shipped
in one box.
For more information, including product specifications and AutoCAD drawings, visit the company’s
website.
S.R.Smith
www.srsmith.com/au
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The VX65iQ Robotic Pool Cleaner.

For pool owners with
better things to do

The VX65 iQ with iAquaLink™ gives
your customers control anytime, anywhere.
Zodiac is always thinking of better ways to clean the pool.
And with our latest innovation, pool owners now don’t
have to be at the pool to clean the pool. The 4WD VX65iQ
Robotic Pool Cleaner comes with iAqualink. It’s an app that
lets them connect to their home Wi-Fi and control their
cleaner from any smart device, anytime, anywhere. And
the cleaner itself is fitted with our patented Vortex Cyclone
Suction Technology for a cleaner clean. So your customers
can get on with the things they’d rather be doing while
the VX65iQ gets on with looking after the pool. Get the full
sweep on all the features at zodiac.com.au/vx65iq

Your customers Clean up
with

$150 Cashback

*

Your customers can redeem $150 Cash Back through Zodiac when they purchase a VX65 iQ Robotic Pool Cleaner.
Purchases must be made between 15th October 2017 and 15th January 2018. T&Cs apply. VX65 iQ available exclusively
to Titanium Dealers only. Details at: zodiac.com.au/cashbackpromotion or contact your Zodiac account manager.

PROJECT COMPLETE
GLASS COATING PRESERVES
STUNNING VIEW

There’s nothing quite like an ocean view, and frameless glass fencing is the
best way to ensure the view can be enjoyed to the full. But glass fencing
and ocean frontage aren’t quite the perfect match: the constant ocean spray
can leave a build-up of salt on the glass, obscuring the view and potentially
leaving permanent stains.
Similarly, glass fencing is the best way to ensure home owners can
fully appreciate their pool, but water splashes from bathers and hoses can
also leave unsightly marks on the glass.
Untreated glass is porous and absorbs contaminants, which can lead to
permanent etching and discolouration — which does rather detract from
the view of the pool or ocean.
A glass coating such as EnduroShield can be applied to the glass to
enhance its performance, safeguarding the glass — and the view.

The ultrathin transparent coating adheres to the glass surface and
provides protection that repels both water- and oil-based stains. It helps
protect against staining, build-up and etching from salt and chlorine spray,
as well as dirt and grime.
This designer beach house overlooking Whale Beach, located in one
of the most exclusive coastal suburbs in northern Sydney, has been
constructed to make the most of its seaside aspect. The home has been
designed with extensive use of frameless glass panels to optimise the
view, allowing clear sight lines through to the stunning infinity pool and
the beach beyond.
As the home is just metres from the beach, all of the glazed areas
(interior, exterior and pool fencing) were treated with EnduroShield to
reduce the build-up of salt caused by constant ocean spray.
The protective coating seals the glass, reducing its porosity and helping
to prevent permanent staining from salt spray. The treatment will reduce
the cost and effort of cleaning, as well as delivering environmental benefits
as areas treated with EnduroShield require less water and no chemicals
to clean, compared with untreated glass.
Once applied, cleaning the glass is easy, requiring just water and a mild
detergent or wiping with a microfibre cloth. For best results, a squeegee
can be used to remove water drops from the glass after cleaning.
The coating can be applied to all new or existing glass surfaces. Only one
application is needed; revitaliser products are not required. It is UV stable.
The coating can be purchased as an optional extra on glass products
direct from the manufacturer. It can also be applied by professional
EnduroShield aftermarket applicators to glass surfaces that are
already installed.
EnduroShield
www.enduroshield.com.au
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Globally Proven
Globally Proven
Construction
Solutions
Construction Solutions
Snap for more information.

PRODUCT
PAVILION

HEAT PUMPS
Pentair UltraTemp heat pumps are equipped to automatically heat or
cool pool water based on user-defined preset temperatures. By selecting heating or cooling mode, the intelligent thermostat will command

TOUCHSCREEN FOR SPA RANGE
Maax Spa has announced a technology update to several models
in its range. The company has committed to installing the Gecko
Gecko K-1000 touchscreen on all XS, Z and swim spas in its range.
Factory production of the spas with the K-1000 touchscreen commenced in September 2017. The intuitive, easy-to-operate, full-colour,
touchscreen is clear and easy to understand.
Maax Spas
www.maaxspa.com.au

the heat pump to heat or cool the water to the selected temperature.
UltraTemp features high efficiency with a COP as high as 6.22, offering over six times more heat power than electrical input, delivering
high performance at a low running cost.
The titanium-threaded heat exchanger provides resistance to corrosion and erosion, while improving heat transfer efficiency by up to
30%. The rotating water flow also improves descale ability.
The electronic expansion valve supports automatic adjustment of
refrigerant flow rate and makes the system work under optimised
conditions to ensure fast heating and energy saving. The automatic
four-way valve switches between heating and cooling mode, and offers
auto-defrost by changing the refrigerant flow path.
A hydrophilic evaporator coating repels water for quick defrosting
and corrosion protection and also accelerates the evaporation rate,
improving heat transfer efficiency. An intuitive backlit LCD touch screen
makes the product simple to operate, displaying easy-to-understand
icons and messages.
The filter dryer prolongs product life by eliminating ice or dirt block
risk caused by moisture or impurities that circulate with refrigerant. It
also attenuates noise for quiet operation.
Pentair Aquatic Systems
www.pentairpool.com.au

VENEER MORTAR
LATICRETE has commenced manufacturing its MVIS Veneer Mortar in Australia. The bag size has been increased from 18 to
20 kg. The packaging for the 20 kg product has been updated and rolled out to the market.
The patented, versatile polymer fortified mortar has been designed specifically for the installation of adhered masonry veneer,
stone and thin brick. The mix provides maximum non-sag performance for vertical installations and also obtains maximum bond
strength to the substrate and selected veneers, exceeding ANSI A118.4 requirements.
The mortar is lightweight, smooth and easy to apply. It inhibits the growth of stain-causing mould and mildew with antimicrobial product protection.
Reinforced with Kevlar, the mortar is GREENGUARD certified for low VOCs (volatile organic compounds).
LATICRETE Pty Ltd
www.laticrete.com.au
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PROJECT COMPLETE
A WATERTIGHT SOLUTION

This new build private residence in Indooroopilly, a Brisbane suburb,
consisted of nearly 1200 m2 of construction including a pool, spa and water
feature. Skilled designer Owen Rentoul helped in the creation of the project
design and Tim Stewart Architects was engaged to assist with the project
drawings. 1200 x 600 mm large-format marble from SNB Stone and 40 x
40 mm glass mosaics from Trend Mosaics, which were new to Australia,
were used on the pool, spa and water feature. The installation of these
tiles required above-average application technique. With the award-winning
skills of Sam Gardener Tiling and LATICRETE solutions, the completed
project delivered exceptional quality and ease of mind for the home owner.
Gardener faced a few challenges throughout the installation of the pool,
spa and water feature. The position of the pool was a big challenge as it
was located on the second level above the main bedroom, so ensuring it
was watertight was of the utmost importance. Perspex was used at one
end of the pool and in the spa. The challenge was to find a product to seal
against a non-porous surface.
Lastly, there was the issue of making the air blowholes in the spa
waterproofed. This was discussed and then addressed by chiselling out
a channel, then waterproofing below the PVC pipe to situate the air being
used through the seat above the membrane for movement and water.
After attending a specialised Profit Through Knowledge industry training
day at LATICRETE, Gardener locked in LATICRETE tiling solutions. These
proved to be beneficial to the project, visually and technically, and are
guaranteed to perform for years to come.
Gardener had to ensure the air blowholes in the spa were watertight,
so he used a HYDRO BAN waterproofing membrane to ensure this.
For the project, Gardener selected a full LATICRETE installation system;
226 Thick Bed Mortar and 3701 Mortar Admix was used for the render and
bedding for the substrate preparation. 211 Crete Filler Powder and 4237
Latex Additive was used for the bond coat in the pool. HYDRO BAN was
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used for waterproofing all the areas. Gardener had selected 335 Premium
Flexible Adhesive White, knowing it was suitable for immersion and would
give the partly translucent glass tile a more even, consistent look.
LATAPOXY 310 Stone Adhesive was used to bond the 1200 x 600 mm
marble slab, nominally 50 kg/m2, to the protruding face the of the pool.
Gardener was impressed with the result, which was a flat finish, and was
reassured knowing it will hold. SPECTRALOCK PRO Grout and LATASIL
was used to finish it all off.
“The Profit Through Knowledge training seminar I attended with Fred
Gray and Mitchell Haw answered many questions that I had. This helped
in my decision to choose LATICRETE and also gave me the idea of using
marble in the submerged part of the pool and spa,” Gardener said.
Both Gardener and the home owner were happy with the end result of
the project. Gardener said that without the confidence in the application
products and the knowledge of the LATICRETE technical team, it could
have been a far different outcome.
“There are no leaks, and I sleep easy with the product warranty that
comes when using LATICRETE. I would like to thank Mitchell Haw for
his involvement throughout the project and for introducing my team to
LATICRETE,” Gardener said.
“Sam’s drive for perfection consumed him on this project. We had many
conversations about the pool finishes and it always came back to using
LATICRETE products so he could turn it into something truly spectacular.
He is a true craftsman and deserves the accolades for his effort,” the home
owner said of Gardener’s work.
Gardener did indeed receive accolades for his work, with the Master
Builders Association naming him the 2017 Residential Trade Contractor
of the Year in both Brisbane and Queensland.
LATICRETE Pty Ltd
www.laticrete.com.au
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WE KNOW
INSURANCE
ISN’T SEXY…

BUT A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS SURE IS
Koula Stamatovski, General Manager Sales & Marketing

As business owners, you are focused on your core business: meeting the ongoing needs of your
customers, the changing demands of the industry, not to mention managing employees and paperwork
— the list goes on! So, it is understandable that you can become complacent when it comes to
things like insurance. It’s not sexy and it’s not as exciting as seeking new opportunities and planning
for growth. But it is necessary.

W

hen you think about why you started your own
business, you can probably agree that one of the
main motivations was future financial security.
Without the right insurance, that security is on
the line. What would happen if your business
couldn’t trade for a period due to unforeseen circumstances? How
would it affect your livelihood and your lifestyle? What impact
would it have on your employees and customers?
Here are some unfortunate truths we don’t like to think about:
• 26% of businesses had no form of general insurance.
• 81% of small to medium-sized enterprises admitted that an
unforeseen business disruption would have a severe impact
on their business; however, only 27% had taken out business
interruption insurance.
• 70% of underinsured and uninsured small businesses affected
by a major event — such as a legal claim, fire or storm —
never recover.
(Insurance Council of Australia 2017)
There are many reasons a business may be completely uninsured or underinsured: costly premiums, lack of awareness of risk
assessment, poor understanding of insurance policies or failing
to update policies as the business grows or acquires new assets.
So when things go wrong and an underinsured business needs
to make a claim, their policies won’t provide adequate cover for
the loss. Business owners are left to pick up the pieces.
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How will you get through it?
It’s not all doom and gloom! There are simple strategies you can
adopt to safeguard your business and your livelihood. The key is
in sound risk management. That is, identifying possible threats to
your business and then putting in place the necessary processes
and insurances to reduce your exposure.

Getting started
A good place to start is to think broadly about the overall environment and economy, and the industry, in which you are a player.
What challenges do you believe your industry and your business
face now, and in the future? Will they create opportunity or will
they expose you to some risk, or perhaps both?
For example, technology is rapidly changing and this has an
effect on many industries in terms of machinery and infrastructure
for daily operations. How will changes in technology affect the
efficiency of your business? Are you in a position to keep up with
changes and with competitors?
Another consideration is the likelihood of events occurring that
could cause disruption to your business. For example, would you
be able to maintain operations and customers in the event of a
major loss to offices, warehousing, or manufacturing lines or a
critical loss of physical assets? Or what would happen if there were
changes to your employee structure that are out of your control,
resulting in skills gaps? Do you have any contingency plans?
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CONTENT

A thorough review of your business structure and its activities
can help you to plan proactively and minimise your risks to many
of the issues previously outlined. Here are some critical ideas and
questions to get you thinking:
1. Identify your key staff members that deliver revenue to the
business. Are there any critical operational staff that you would
struggle to continue without?
2. Who are your key suppliers, that are crucial to manufacturing
and/or delivering your products and services to your customers?
Do you have alternatives to use if required?
3. Who are your major clients and is their business vital to the
continued operation and success of your business? How do you
ensure these customers continue to engage with your business?
4. Consider what types of events could cause a disruption to
your business. Make a list of possible situations and prioritise
them, so that you can identify which have the greater chance
of occurring and which cause the greatest concern.
5. Review your current general insurance and workers compensation
policies. As your business changes and grows, your insurance
needs will change as well. Are you adequately covered given
the changes in your business? Are you confident the quality
of your cover would pay in the event of a claim? Have you
considered additional insurance like key person covers for
employees that are indispensable to your business, or life and
income protection for the directors of your business?
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6. Many businesses are required to sign contracts with major
customers when work is acquired. When you sign a contract,
does your business meet the insurance requirements of those
contracts? Would you be covered in the event that you could
not execute the contract to completion due to unforeseen
circumstances?
7. Get your documents in order. When an unforeseeable circumstance arises, it’s sometimes difficult to find what you
are looking forward amidst mountains of paperwork. Compile
a dossier of your current insurances, workers compensation
documents and any private insurance held for directors and/
or employees. If you need to make a claim, this important
information needs to be found quickly.

Get it right from the start
The good news is, you don’t have to tackle it alone. There are
experts in this field that can help you to answer these questions
and accurately assess your business risk.
Using an insurance broking professional is paramount to the
security and success of your business long term. It is advisable
to seek out a broker that is knowledgeable and experienced in
your particular industry, because they can provide guidance that
is relevant. The greater the understanding, the more likely it is
that your broker can deliver a sound risk and mitigation strategy
to protect what’s important — your business, your employees,
your customers and of course, you!
Running your own business is, without a doubt, hard work.
The responsibility you feel towards your team, your customers
and your family can be overwhelming at times; not to mention
balancing your time between your business and your personal life.
We know you will do what it takes to make your business a
success, you are fully invested — both financially and otherwise.
There’s no better time to ensure you protect your investment and
allow yourself some peace of mind, knowing that the important
things, like risk management and insurance, are taken care of
by the professionals. You are your own boss and you make the
decisions, but there is no harm in seeking help from the experts
along the way.
AB Phillips provide expert insurance, financial services and people
management solutions for businesses and individuals and are SPASA’s
preferred supplier of these services to its members.
AB Phillips
www.abphillips.com.au
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Remind me never
to forget
Spiros Dassakis, Chief Operating Officer, SPASA Australia
Competent leaders understand the value of knowing what
to remember and what to forget. In some instances, it
may be beneficial to remember, while in others, it may be
detrimental to forget.
Accordingly, the art of remembering or forgetting can be a
valuable strategy in steering organisational outcomes.
As leaders, we have a lot on our plate. We are bombarded
every day with gigabytes of information prior to making
decisions. Information overload can at times cause us to
simply forget to focus, consider or do things that are important or necessary.
Leaders must continuously weigh up multiple probable scenarios in their head and be in sync with what is going on
around them, always anticipating issues that could arise while
preparing for how to address opportunities and/or problems.
While this complex evaluation process never stops, a leader
must sometimes forget things that are no longer useful in
order to concentrate on what they believe is more important.
The problem, however, is that in the process of retaining
and discarding information, the brain doesn’t always get it
right and often also forgets what is important.
Many leaders get too caught up in day-to-day operational
activities and often overlook the company’s purpose and
vision. In simple terms, leaders can sometimes forget to
remember what they set out to create because they get
trapped in the business rather than focusing on the business.
Here are 10 things I believe leaders should remember
never to forget:
1. 
Groom a replacement because succession planning is
key to the business.
2. Anticipate problems and be ready with solutions.
3. Always listen to what employees have to say.
4. Develop and exploit opportunities.
5. Evolve the business and stay relevant.
6. Change before you are forced to by looking for influence.
7. Look to the future and don’t get stuck in the past.
8. Never stop learning because you will become irrelevant.
9.D evelop a trusted inner circle because leaders never
lead alone.
10. Lastly, take care of yourself
because it starts and stops
with the leader.
As a leader, I forget all the
time. It’s a sign that my brain
is functioning properly. Well,
that’s the story I keep spinning
to myself — and I am convinced
that I simply have too much to
Spiros Dassakis
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remember and I need to forget
in order to survive.
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RUNNING COST REALITY

DO POOLS
HAVE AN IMAGE
PROBLEM?
At our most recent Industry Roundtable, we asked three industry experts whether they think pools have
an image problem with regards to energy efficiency. Here’s what they had to say.

Question: Do pools have an image problem with
regards to energy efficiency? With rising energy
costs, will this deter people from putting in a
pool, or is the typical pool owner unconcerned
with running costs and environmental impact?
Tony Sharpe, Hayward Australia:
I think there’s always been an issue with regard to perception
of costs of running a pool in the consumers’ minds. However,
historically, it probably costs less than they thought. I think the
last few years there has been more concern with the increasing
cost of electricity and additional features being added to pools
that maybe do need more power to drive extra pumps and other
components.
So efficiency’s become a bigger issue, but also, education’s
become more readily available, through government sources, companies and others who are trying to reduce peak loads, so they’re
driving the need for consumers to look for more efficient products.
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I know parents in the schoolyard would complain about the
cost of running their pool, but it’s done with no real knowledge of
what the true cost is. It’s a perception, not a reality. The reality
may be the same as the perception, but they may not really be
in a position to make that judgement.
I think that part of the challenge is the journey that we have
been on from an energy efficiency point of view in the last five
years... There’s no deadset path about what’s the best way to
achieve the ultimate outcome. So you’ve got marketing pressures
driving perception about products without any true standards,
whether it be plumbing, design, etc, to say what’s most efficient.
I think people who buy swimming pools aren’t ultimately concerned. It’s not their first consideration. If they’re going to spend
50, 60, 100 grand on a pool, worrying about a $500 electricity
bill is probably not their first concern. I think that pools have
definitely become more efficient in the last five years because
we have driven the push for more efficient equipment, particularly
pumps, which is probably the most power-consuming component
of the pool.
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RUNNING COST REALITY
IF WE DON’T EMBRACE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AS AN INDUSTRY, THERE WILL BE A POINT
WHERE OUR MARKET WILL TURN AWAY
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Cliff Cooke, Cooke Industries:
Consumers are definitely concerned about their ongoing energy
use and the added effect of rising electricity costs. We’re seeing
more and more consumers prepared to invest in technologies that
will reduce their ongoing costs of pool ownership and they’re very
passionate about hearing how new technologies can facilitate that.
Of course, you can’t put everybody in one basket. We still hear
some people who are very affluent say, “I want everything and I
don’t care how much it’s going to cost me to run.”
When we tell potential clients we can reduce their running
costs and maintain healthy, well-circulated water with a small
additional investment, the buy-in is remarkable. The long-term
savings truly resonate with consumers and we’ve been able to use
energy efficiency as a market separator for the pool construction
side of our business.
Variable speed pumps are obviously becoming more popular
with consumers for a reason. If you add our Enviraflo circulation
system to the pool you can run a pool pump for just $120–$150
a year. Enviraflo is the way all standard pools should be plumbed
because the annual power savings provide a remarkable return on
the pool owner’s investment. When we explain this to potential
clients they see the separation straight away and realise, “The
other builders are selling me a 1960s pool; I want this technology.” And they’re prepared to pay for it, because their payback
is less than four years and they can save tens of thousands of
dollars over the life of their pool.

Likewise, there’s a similar opportunity with QuikClean Xtreme
for those clients interested in an in-floor cleaning system. Once
you make consumers aware of the efficiency opportunities, I
think they listen because there’s a lot of talk in the media about
energy costs. Hence the high penetration of PV solar panels on
Australian houses.
So, I don’t believe we’ve got an image problem, but if we don’t
embrace energy efficiency as an industry, there will be a point
where our market will turn away. We’ll be left behind building
old-style pools that don’t appeal to our market.
The reality is pool builders need to embrace this opportunity
and educate themselves about how to best sell, install and utilise
the wonderful technology that companies like Hayward are supplying. I’m passionate about this because I love what’s happening
in our industry, but we really need to use technology wisely to
make the most of the opportunity.
Pools are becoming more efficient and increasingly automated.
This is improving the pool ownership experience and our customers are becoming advocates for us. We’ve had examples where
customers have walked into our showroom and told us they want
an energy-efficient pool the same as their friend or neighbour.
This wonderful equipment is actually helping us sell more pools
because owners now enjoy their pools.
Scott Carson, Platinum Swimming Pools:
In my experience, I find that nobody’s talking about it [energy
efficiency]. So is there an image problem? Not at this stage. It’s
an extra conversation we bring to the table. Customers actually
enjoy understanding energy efficiency because nobody talks about
(a) the cost of running swimming pools and (b) the impact it has
on the environment.
As an industry, we have to realise that swimming pools are
generally the second-largest user of household energy. Power bills
can double after installing a pool, especially with in-floor cleaning
systems, water features and all the added extras. Swimming pools
can be quite expensive to run, so it’s definitely a conversation
we bring up very early in the piece with our customers and we
find it really hits the mark.
Like everything, education’s the key. We’re trying to do things
differently to the way pools have been sold for decades. We’re
positioning ourselves to offer what we think the consumer of the
future will want. I questioned myself some time ago and asked,
“Why are we doing this and how can we make these pools better
for our customers?” Since then I’ve been using alternatives like
Enviraflo to build pools that are more enjoyable for the pool owner.
My customers are mid- to high-end, but it shouldn’t just be
that market which can afford the extras. We’re trying to change
our approach because I think even mum-and-dad pools should
feature good design aspects and be energy efficient. I think energy efficiency is something that’s not talked about enough. As
an industry we need to talk about it more.
Are your clients asking for energy-efficient solutions? How do
you sell the concept? Let us know! Email ps@wfmedia.com.au.
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PRODUCT
PAVILION
ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER
The Zodiac VX65iQ Robotic Pool Cleaner comes with
iAqualink, an app that allows the user to connect to
their home Wi-Fi and control the cleaner from any smart
device, from anywhere and at any time. It gives both
pool owners and service technicians the ability to access
real-time scheduling, programming and troubleshooting
without needing to be poolside.
The app enables users and techs to schedule recurring cleaning cycles, and preset and customise cleaning mode
options for the pool by pool surface, cleaning intensity, cleaning area and duration.
The cleaner’s Vortex Cyclone Suction Technology delivers a powerful and constant suction throughout
the entire cleaning cycle, according to the company. This technology also enables the cleaner to capture
large debris such as gumnuts, twigs and eucalyptus leaves without losing suction power.
The cleaner comes with Vortex-Pro 4WD, enabling it to clean up walls, across the floor and up to the
waterline, picking up even fine dust and algae. A low-torque watertight swivel keeps the cable from tangling during the clean, while its patented lift system expels water, making it easier to lift out of the pool.
Zodiac Group Pty Ltd
www.zodiac.com.au
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OUTDOOR FURNITURE SETTINGS
The Conrod All Access outdoor furniture from Scully Outdoor Designs is available in a range of

1-2 AUGUST 2018
Gold Coast
Convention and
Exhibition Centre

formats and colours to complement any outdoor environment. All Access has been designed
with accessibility in mind and delivers a wide array of seating options.

EXPO FREE TO ATTEND
EDUCATION SESSIONS
NETWORKING DRINKS
GOLF DAY

Available in either a bolt down or in-ground installation configuration, the durable outdoor
settings feature slats made from either recycled plastiwood or coloured aluminium, as well as a
powder-coated galvanised steel frame.
Single and double seating options can be configured to deliver a wide variety finished designs,
including continuous seating, figure 8 and S-shapes, improving accessibility in any space.
Available plastiwood colours include Tassie Oak, Jarrah, River Gum and Charcoal. Coloured
aluminium options include French Blue, Yellow Gold, Flame Red, Mistletoe Green, Orange Burst
and Bright White. Powder-coating colours are from the Dulux range.
Scully Outdoor Designs Australia Pty Ltd
www.scully.net.au

WALL-MOUNTED NATURAL GAS
HEATER
Thermofilm has expanded its HEATSTRIP
electric outdoor heater range with the ad-

REGISTER NOW
www.splashexpo.com.au
or phone 1300 789 845
Platinum Sponsor

dition of a wall-mounted natural gas heater.

ROBOTIC POOL CLEANER RANGE

The TGH34WN heater provides a heat output

Zodiac has launched two Tornax robotic pool

of 34 MJ and has a 4-tile commercial quality

cleaners, the TX20 and TX35. The cleaners

ceramic burner.

provide end users with efficient pool cleaning

Its electronic battery ignition, micro-switch

The TX20 thoroughly cleans the floor only, while

mean that only a gasfitter is required for instal-

the TX35 cleans both the floor and walls. Both

lation. The wall-mounting bracket allows for

models are easy to operate, with a one-touch

multiple mounting angles and the reflector

button to start the cleaning cycle.

design ensures that only a minimum of 300
mm overhead clearance is required.
The heater is suitable for both residential

Gold Sponsors

and commercial applications and can be
converted to use with LPG. The minimum

Silver Sponsor

Media Partner

Education Partner

Golf Sponsor

and convenience and weigh only 5.5 kg.

on/off operation and stainless steel pull cords

The cleaners’ top-access filter canister makes
it easy for users to empty and remove debris.
Users can simply spray with a hose to clean,
without needing to touch the debris.
The TX35 model has a transparent top cover

mounting height is 2 m.

that provides direct visibility of debris trapped in

Thermofilm Australia

the canister, making it obvious when to empty and

www.heatstrip.com.au

clean. It also comes with an easy-to-assemble
caddy which is suitable for storing the cleaner
or moving it around the pool.
Zodiac Group Pty Ltd
www.zodiac.com.au
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EFFICIENCY

HOW WOULD YOU

BUILD THE MOST
ENERGY-EFFICIENT
POOL?
At our most recent Industry Roundtable, we asked three industry experts how they’d
go about building the most energy-efficient pool possible. Here’s what they had to say.

© stock.adobe.com/au/treety

Question: If time, money and
technology were no object,
how would you build the
most energy-efficient pool
possible?

WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU

Scott Carson, Platinum Swimming Pools:
I’d be running PV solar panels
on the roof of the house for a
start. I’d also be using the QuikClean
Extreme in-floor cleaning system, which
encompasses Enviraflo. It’s the most
energy-efficient in-floor cleaning system
because it improves heating and chemical
efficiency and you need a lot less water
to run it. And I’d be using heat pumps and
fully automated filtration so the customer has
a really good experience.
One of the great misunderstandings of solar panels is
the variance in power output. Even if you’re using solar panels, you want
the pool to be as energy efficient as possible so your client gets the most
out of the solar technology. A more energy-efficient pool will obviously run at
a lower solar output than a pool that is energy hungry.
We’re building a lot of our pools this way now. Our customers end up with
a pool that cleans itself, keeps a higher water temperature and costs nothing
to run. Who wouldn’t want a pool like that?
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EFFICIENCY

I N T E G R AT I O N T H E N B E C O M E S T H E
KEY TO GAINING THE MOST EFFICIENT
OPERATIONAL SWIMMING POOL

Cliff Cooke, Cooke Industries:
I think it’s much the same as Scott said. You would also take
prevailing winds and location factors into consideration. With pools
in regional areas, as opposed to the city, you’ve got a whole lot
of issues that come into play — extreme temperatures, different
vegetation, additional dust and debris loads, and greater exposure to prevailing winds. You’ll see some pools are built with the
skimmer simply located at the deep end — if that’s the opposite
end to the direction the wind blows, you will find all the debris
collects at the other end from the skimmer and you’re constantly
trying to move that material. You need to think about the little
things because function and aesthetics need to work in unison.
If you explore all the options for your clients, from harvesting
their own power to using equipment that uses less energy and
less flow to achieve the same result, you’re obviously going to
end up with a more efficient pool. You also need to look at pool
covers and blankets to explore the options which give you not
just efficient electricity use, but also maintain heat and enable
the heating process to be more efficient. If you can almost be
off the grid as far as your power goes, then you’ve got a pool
that costs very little to run.
Automating pools is a no-brainer. The more functions you automate, the better — it’s more efficient and it’s a better ownership experience. So much so that a new challenge has emerged.
Because we incorporate a lot of automation features into our
pools these days and the water quality always looks so good,
our clients don’t recognise the need to actually test their pool
water. It’s an educational task for us. Clients ask me, “Cliff, the
water’s clear — why do I need to come in once a month?” We’ve
got to re-educate their expectations because clear, fresh-looking
water doesn’t always mean the water quality is as it should be.
Tony Sharpe, Hayward Australia:
I think holistically, it’s about integration. I think it has been an
evolving landscape for the last five to seven years, and when
variable speed pumps came out, we said “hey, it saves all this
money”, but we didn’t address dead spots in pools; we didn’t
have the knowledge to do that.
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So I think when you encompass what would be the most efficient pool, it needs to be one that’s intelligent. And the only
way to do that is to be integrated. We recently released a product
by the name of OmniLogic, which, from one single source, allows
you to adjust the pump so that it can apply its performance at
different levels for different applications and different functions.
So that in order to take advantage of the efficiencies of the
pump, rather than having it run at a particular speed all day or
at different times, you can multipurpose that pump to do more
than one task. So that reduces your capital cost — because you
don’t have two or three pumps. You may choose to, but you can
have one that allows you to do multiple tasks.
It also allows you to then monitor and control your chlorine
and pH levels so that you can reduce input for chemicals because you maintain a consistent level, but allow the service
company the capacity to log in and access and see what’s going
on. So you can see if there’s a fault, if the pump’s not running efficiently or things aren’t happening the way they should.
But also, then, you need to add the component where you can
control your heating so if you are heating your pool you can
maximise those heat sources so that you don’t just run a heat
source eight hours a day.
You need to be able to prioritise so that it says, for instance,
for up to a certain number of hours I’m going to run this heat
source. If it doesn’t reach the desired temperature, then it may
activate a less efficient heat source as a backup. So then you
can address your priorities, my first requirement is I want my pool
hot; my second is to do it as efficiently as I can. That may be
a heat pump; it may be solar heating; whatever the choice is.
It may kick in at a particular time of day because it knows the
temperature needs to be reached and it then has the ability to
activate your heat source.
I think that integration then becomes the key to gaining the
most efficient operational swimming pool from an equipment
perspective.
Are your clients asking for energy-efficient solutions? How do you sell
the concept? Let us know! Email ps@wfmedia.com.au.
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SWIMMING POOL AUTOMATION
AstralPool’s Pool & Spa Automation solutions enable pools and spas to be controlled
no matter where in the world their owners are.
The Connect My Pool app, in conjunction with Astralpool’s Viron Connect
unit, ensures that the pool is in good condition. It facilitates control all of the
pool settings, including temperature, pH level and filtration, as well as control
of automatic cleaners, water features, garden lighting, sprinkler systems and
entertainment systems. Pool owners can monitor and control their pools at
all times from the mobile app.
Owners can now totally control their pools from a touch screen at home or
from their smartphones or tablets, wherever they happen to be. The different
pool settings can be programmed from the app in real time.
The Virtual Pool Care platform is a real-time 24/7 monitoring system that gives
pool owners peace of mind, knowing their pool is being looked after remotely by a
pool professional. Live data is streamed directly from the linked pool system to the chosen
pool shop professional, allowing them to monitor — and make necessary adjustments — to ensure it
is clean, healthy and safe. The system sends email notifications when the pool system needs attention.
AstralPool
www.astralpool.com.au

UNIQUE

G SERIES
AUTOCLEAN SALT WATER CHLORINATOR

MODELS
G15 suitable for pools up to 45,000 litres
G25 suitable for pools up to 90,000 litres
G40 suitable for pools up to 150,000 litres

CELL
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

auto-clean function
easily read chlorine monitor
adjustable chlorine control – zero to maximum
timer for filter/chlorinator operation
resetable circuit breaker
Australian Standard Approved
approval no NSW26379

designed for maximum chlorine output
highest quality electrodes ensure extended cell life
clear ultra-violet stabilised casing
40/50mm inlet-outlet ports
unique plug in Cell design

JOY POOL SYSTEMS

Unit 21, 2 Richard Close, North Rocks, NSW 2151
02 9630 5011 • sales@aquajoy.com.au

www.aquajoy.com.au
WWW.POOLANDSPAREVIEW.COM.AU
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AUTOMATION CONTROLLER
Hayward Pool Products Australia has released the OmniLogic automation system. It was
designed to be simple and intuitive for the pool owner to use, while decreasing the
time builders spend ordering, installing, programming, training and supporting.
The controller combines the multiplatform, user-friendly interfaces of consumer
electronics (iPhone, Android) with an intelligent, modular system architecture
that makes design, installation and programming easier and more efficient than
traditional controllers, the company says.
It includes intuitive iPhone, Android and web apps for easy backyard management anytime, from anywhere. The configurable, icon-based touchscreen on
the base unit provides for easier programming without needing access to a wireless or wired remote.
Fifty configurable favourites icons can control multiple features/functions with a tap of the screen, plus 25 theme
functions give each family member the ability to personalise themes for their own custom ambience.
The system can help pool owners save time and money by programming pump speed and filtration schedules, and
scheduling weekly cleaning and maintenance. Pool owners can further reduce energy costs by using the company’s
10-star energy rated TriStar VS Pump with OmniLogic.
The controller can be configured for use on a pool, spa or pool/spa combination.
Hayward Pool Products Australia
www.hayward-pool.com.au

W-FI TECHNOLOGY FOR SPA RANGE
Maax Spa has announced a technology update to several
models in its range. The company has committed to

POOL FENCING

installing the Gecko InTouch2 Wi-Fi technology on all

Sentrel manufactures vertically tensioned cable balustrade and pool fencing

XS, Z and swim spas in its range. It will be standard

in both classic timber and maintenance-free aluminium styles. The design

on these models, and available as an option on the

incorporates marine-grade vertical cables and a contemporary aluminium

Jadan and Maax Spa ranges.

system that can be ordered without a handrail, or a choice of handrail

The company says the InTouch2 Wi-Fi technology

options — matching aluminium or timber. The system is fully compliant

will give customers a more reliable, easy-to-use and

with Australian Standards.

effective off-site control of their spa, with diagnostic

By combining the stair and deck balustrade with gate and pool fencing
options, Sentrel delivers a seamless, coordinated and contemporary poolside

tracking in real time.
The Gecko InTouch2 app is available from the App

look. While the appearance is light, simple and stylish,

Store and gives users access to Maax technicians to

the structure is strong and durable.

track the status and health of their spa. When the cus-

Pre-made panels facilitate fast and easy instal-

tomer enters their spa details into the app, this allows

lation and the clean contemporary lines ensure

remote diagnosis from the company’s service depart-

that the view is uninterrupted. Sentrel balustrade

ment, enabling tracking of customers’ spas in real time.

and pool fencing complements timber, steel or

The technology is expected to roll out on new spas

concrete rendering, adding warmth to any design.

from December 2017.

Sentrel Pool Fencing

Maax Spas

sentrel.com.au

www.maaxspa.com.au
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Pool heating
specialists
We can help you with your
heating requirements

18 years
of service
in the Pool
industry

SOLAR | GAS | HEAT PUMP

www.localpoolheating.com.au | 1300 724 132 | sales@localpoolheating.com.au
Proud supplier & installer of:

LEADERSHIP

INAUGURAL
SPASA
LEADERSHIP
CONVENTION

TAKE-HOME TIPS FROM OUR THREE SPEAKERS
The inaugural SPASA Australia Leadership Convention was a resounding success, with members and
guests treated to a day of world-class keynote speakers and industry leaders who shared their insights,
experience and practical concepts.

T

he three keynote speakers — trends expert and author
Michael McQueen; author and leadership expert Dr Jason
Fox; and Olympian, author and advisor Alisa Camplin
OAM — shared their strategies for success, encouraging
attendees to look at the big picture and plan for future
growth within their businesses.
“This is the first event of its kind for our industry and it’s extremely
encouraging to hear that our members are taking so much away
from it,” said Lindsay McGrath, SPASA Australia’s CEO.
“We’re continually looking for ways to help improve the professionalism of members and it is events like this that breed new
ideas and innovations to see the swimming pool and spa industry
propel forward.”

Michael McQueen: winning the battle for relevance
Best-selling author and business strategist Michael McQueen
outlined a game plan for staying relevant in the face of widespread
disruption. With unconventional competition, emerging generations
and new technology rapidly changing the pool and spa industry in
Australia, it is more important than ever to:
• embrace change and reinvent your business before change
forces you to
• leverage the power of fresh eyes to drive innovation in a team
• use technology to engage millennials as both customers and staff
• avoid the autopilot trap of doing things ‘the way it’s always
been done’.

Dr Jason Fox: beyond the default
‘Enduring relevance’ is not achieved simply by working harder or
faster. It comes as a result of better questions, richer conversations
and slower, more thorough, quality thinking.
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But alas! Most organisations have become cursed with efficiency.
We’re ‘too busy’ for meaningful progress — and so we hunt for
shortcuts. In order to survive amidst unrelenting busyness, many
leaders become adept at leveraging experience — which naturally
allows us to find quick fixes to most challenges.
This may save us time and cognitive angst — but if we’re not
mindful, this may also see us busily work away, perpetuating the
same-same default thinking, right up until the point at which we
are no longer relevant.
And therein lies one of the biggest challenges for modern
leaders today: how do we venture beyond our defaults — particularly when we’re all so busy? This is further compounded by
the progress principle — a phenomenon wherein our motivation
and behaviour will naturally gravitate to the things that provide the
richest sense of progress. The trouble is, the things that provide
the most immediate and measurable sense of progress are very
often the default things getting in the way of meaningful progress.
And what is meaningful progress? It’s that which brings us
closer to future relevance.
And what constitutes future relevance? This is the challenging
question — it takes curiosity (to explore new ways, amidst and
betwixt the intersection of trends) and empathy (in anticipation of
the emerging needs of our market). It can’t be rushed, it’s not a
linear process and it’s difficult to measure quantitatively — hence
why leaders rarely find time for this essential activity. Instead, we
perpetuate a delusion of progress — wherein everyone is busy
being efficient and productive, at the expense of efficacy and
progressiveness.
In order to stay the path toward enduring relevance, we need
to create visibility of progress for the things that matter. This starts
with the counterintuitive notion of making unrelenting busyness
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Trends expert and author
Michael McQueen.

Author & leadership expert
Dr Jason Fox

SOMEBODY IS GOING TO BE THE BEST
AND SOMEBODY IS GOING TO WIN. YOU
JUST NEED TO DECIDE IF IT’S GOING
TO BE YOU!

temporarily relenting; to foster time for your own curiosity and
thinking, and to create environments in which your team can
engage in richer conversations and higher quality thinking.
By establishing rituals and working up strengths in reflection/
projection and qualitative sense-making, it’s possible to create a
sense of progress for the more ephemeral leadership behaviours
that have us explore beyond our defaults, and keep us on the
path to enduring relevance.

Alisa Camplin OAM: where to? What’s next?
It’s your choice
Olympic aerial skiing gold medallist Alisa Camplin (OAM) has
never let anything prevent her from achieving her goals. Even
two fractured ankles six weeks before the 2002 Winter Olympics
didn’t stop her.
Breaking nearly every bone in her body on the way to winning back-to-back Olympic medals, Camplin will tell you that the
physical hardships were nothing compared with the mental and
emotional challenges she has had to overcome.
Creating history in any domain requires a firm vision and
unwavering commitment, but it must be underpinned by hard
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Olympian, author and advisor
Alisa Camplin OAM.

work, attention to detail and a deep desire to learn and grow
without the fear of failure.
A few of Alisa’s key takeaway messages are:
• Define a clear and measurable goal.
• Ask yourself why your vision or goal is so important to you.
• Create a detailed plan to achieve your goal, remembering
that ‘a vision without a plan is just a wish’.
• Track, measure and hold yourself accountable to your plan,
always working towards world’s best standards.
• Are you working hard enough when no one else is watching?
• To achieve great things, you need to work with great people
… sometimes you need to go out there and find them.
• Being ‘elite’ is a mindset; it’s an attitude and an ongoing
quest to be your own personal and professional best.
• Excellence is a choice.
• Be your own greatest cheerleader.
• Prepare, visualise, simulate, rehearse — and practise,
practise, practise!
• Sometimes it’s the little things that can make the biggest
difference.
• Celebrate the milestones along the way.
• Somebody is going to be the best and somebody is going to
win. You just need to decide if it’s going to be you!
Did you attend the SPASA Leadership Convention? Tell
us what you thought of it! To leave feedback on the event,
visit the SPASA surveys page: www.spasa.com.au/industry-info/
surveys-feedback.

SPASA Australia
www.spasa.com.au
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Take control of your life.
Come home to serenity.

Intelligent monitoring and
control of water chemistry

CONNECT MY POOL APP

Intelligent communication with
variable speed pumps, sanitisers,
heating and lighting

Take complete control of your advanced pool, spa
and garden functions with AstralPool Viron Connect
and Connect My Pool App, from anywhere in the

Control and monitoring of solar,
gas and heat pumps

world.
Control and fully automate swimming pool systems as

Underwater pool and spa
lighting colour control

well as water features, garden lighting, sprinkler
systems, automatic pool cleaners and virtually your
entire outdoor living environment.

Designed and made in Australia
to achieve the lowest installed cost

Find out more at
astralpool.com.au/connect

Integration with home automation

AstralPool Trade Centre Phone Numbers:
Adelaide
Brisbane
Gold Coast
Melbourne

08 8152 7650
07 3906 5450
07 5552 2650
03 8796 8650

Perth
Sydney Moorebank
Sydney Seven Hills
Townsville

Pool Owners Support Phone Number: 1300 186 875

08 9360 3350
02 8778 9550
02 9853 2150
07 4796 0150

it’s more than just a pool

it’s your lifestyle

Swim warmer, swim happier with Supreme Heating’s range of innovative pool & spa heaters

Heatseeker Solaire

Heatseeker Genesis

Heatseeker Nova

Heatseeker Nova+

The Heatseeker Solaire offers year-round
world class pool heating at an affordable
price. Now WiFi enabled for convenient
control from your mobile device.

The fast-heating Heatseeker Genesis
Gas Heater makes your pool irresistible
on cool nights and allows you to extend
your swimming pool season.

Nationally awarded gold for
sustainability, the Heatseeker Nova offers
outstanding performance with high
efficiency and lower operating costs.

Boasting even greater performance, the
enhanced Heatseeker Nova+ provides up
to 50% reduced electrical consumption
than an on/off type heat pump.

Titanium Heat Pump

Sta-Rite Gas Heater

N AT I O N A L

Inverter Heat Pump

Inverter Heat Pump

1300 787 978

supremeheating.com.au

